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Abstract: 
 

Studies show emotional information is preferentially consolidated into memory. 

Additionally, sleep is an optimal state for consolidation processes; however, 

investigations exploring the role of sleep for emotional processing are conflicting. 

Furthermore, research has suggested that sleep optimally consolidates information 

known to have future relevance. Here, we investigated the relationship between sleep 

and emotional memory for information with future significance. We utilized a directed-

forgetting paradigm where subjects were presented word pairs (negative vs neutral), and 

were cued to either remember the pairs for a later test (‘R’) or forget them (‘F’). Subjects 

were also instructed to rate word pairs on a scale of 1-7 for emotion and arousal 

(1=negative/not arousing, 7=positive/arousing). Next, participants were placed into one 

of four nap groups: non-rapid eye movement (NREM) nap, NREM+REM nap, quiet rest 

(QR) or, active rest (AR). After the nap/rest session, subjects were given a recognition 

test with pairs from encoding and novel pairs, and were again asked to rate each pair. 

Memory performance was measured as the number of correct words identified during 

the recognition test. Data revealed that subjects remembered ‘R’ pairs better than ‘F’ 

pairs (p=.043). Additionally, sleep boosted memory for ‘R’ pairs (p=.065) but not ‘F’ 

pairs (p=.13). No difference was found between negative and neutral pairs for ‘R’ 

(p=.11) or ‘F’ conditions (p=.26). However, an interaction emerged for ‘R’ pairs with 

subjects in both nap groups outperforming the wake groups on neutral pairs, but all 

groups performing similarly on negative pairs (p=.047). We found no changes in valence 

or arousal from encoding to recognition (valence p=.92; arousal p=.12) These data 

suggest that while sleep benefits information with future significance, it seems to 
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preferentially act on the mundane and not the emotionally-salient, implying sleep and 

emotion may be orthogonal, memory-boosting mechanisms.  
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Introduction:  

 Sleep is an imperative biological function and yet we are looking at an 

increasingly sleep deprived world. Long standing evidence suggests that sleep is 

important for the long-term storage and consolidation of memory, especially emotional 

memory (Sterpenich et al., 2009). Sleep, is typically described in two parts, rapid-eye-

movement (REM) sleep and non-REM (NREM) While NREM is characterized by slow 

wave sleep (SWS) which reflects the occurrence of low frequency waves (0.5–4 Hz; 

Steriade & Amzica 1995). It has long been thought these slow waves during sleep are 

indispensable to long term memory consolidation, and these slow waves are thought to 

support the transfer of information from the hippocampus to the greater cortex for long-

term storage (Steriade & Amzica, 1995).  

 REM sleep on the other hand has been characterized with faster frequency 

waveforms (4-7Hz), further characterized by phasic, rapid eye movements and muscle 

atonia: all hallmarks of REM sleep (Lilans & Ribary, 1993). As the brain goes through 

the sleep cycle, there are also dramatic alterations in neurochemistry. (Saper et al., 

2001). During REM sleep there is an increased disinhibition of cholinergic systems, 

more closely comparable to wake than to earlier sleep stages. (Kamentani & Kawamura, 

1990).  

Previous studies have shown that REM sleep may have a specific role in 

consolidating memory with increased emotional salience (Walker, 2009). REM sleep has 

been hypothesized to aid in reducing emotional trauma of an event, while preserving the 

details of the salient experience (Goldstein & Walker, 2014). A study conducted in 2006 

compared the consolidation of emotionally salient, and non-arousing picture stimuli 
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following the normal wake period (12 hours). The emotional response to stimuli was 

measured in two ways: valence, how emotional the stimuli made the participant, and 

secondly arousal, how excited the stimuli made the participant (Goldstein & Walker, 

2014). Emotional memory retention seemed to benefit only following sleep, and not 

across the normal waking period. (Hu et al., 2006). Another study examined the effects 

of night time sleep on the retention rates of emotional and neutral passages learned at an 

early training session. It was found that the emotional passages were remembered better 

after late night sleep that was rich in REM, interestingly enough this benefit was seen to 

persist in follow up studies up to four years later.  (Wagner et al., 2006). These two 

studies provide evidence for REM sleep being a modulator of emotional memory 

formation, and a critical component of how highly arousing events are eventually 

consolidated and remembered.  

In light of these studies a popular hypothesis for emotional memory 

consolidation over sleep emerged, termed the “sleep to remember sleep to forget” 

hypothesis. (Helm & Walker, 2006). This hypothesis proposes that sleep provides two 

modulatory pathways for emotional memories, one where our sleeping brain helps us to 

remember the content and contextualize our emotional memories, and the second 

function of sleep is to help us forget the emotional salience of our memories, stripping 

them of their valence. (Walker et al., 2009). This mechanism assumes that emotional 

memory consolidation happens in parallel with the dampening of emotional reactivity 

(Baran et al., 2012). However, there were certain limitations to this study, as the 

researchers did not obtain or report valence and arousal rating changes before and after 

the emotional stimuli, instead only looking at emotional valence after sleep. Thus there 
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was no mechanism for comparison of emotionality before and after sleep (Baran et al., 

2012).  

However, in recent years, a competing model for sleep’s meditation of emotional 

memory consolidation has come to light.  A 2012 study by Baran, Pace-Schott, Ericson, 

and Spencer, proposed that overnight sleep, particularly REM sleep may be creating a 

mechanism that preserves emotionally salient memories, preferentially over neutral 

memories. This team used an incidental memory task in which subjects were asked to 

remember both emotional and neutral pictures and asked to rate the valence and their 

personal arousal rate for the pictures both before and after sleep. In contradiction to the 

sleep to remember sleep to forget hypothesis, this study found that emotional memory 

was not only enhanced after sleep, emotional reactivity was also preserved over sleep 

when compared to wake. (Baran et al., 2012). 

In this study we utilized a Directed Forgetting (DF) paradigm to examine the 

intersectionality of sleep and emotion. The DF task is a targeted forgetting task, such 

that participants are instructed by a visual cue to remember certain word cues for a later 

recall, and instructed to forget certain word cues, since they won’t be important later. 

Previous studies using the DF-task, have found that sleep integrates instructions learned 

during wake, and may facilitate targeted retention and forgetting mechanisms. (Saletin et 

al., 2011) We wanted to further examine if sleep is preferentially targeting information 

subjects are told may be important for a later date (Born & Wilhelm 2012).  

 This research aims to further understand the effect of sleep on emotional memory 

and the possible mediating mechanism between the two phenomena. We also further 

examined REM sleep and it’s effect on emotional events, and whether or not a REM 
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mediated mechanism of separating the emotional charge associated with an emotionally 

heightened episodic memory, from the actual event actually exists (Stickgold & Walker 

2013).   

We hypothesize the following:  

1.  Subjects who are placed in either of the nap conditions will recall more word 

pairs from both conditions of the DF task as compared to subjects placed in the 

wake conditions.  

2. Participants placed in either of the nap conditions will remember more emotional 

words pairs than neutral word pairs.  

3. Participants will also rate the words in the emotional word group as more 

emotionally charged (on a scale of 1-7), and indicate a higher arousal (on a scale 

1-7) rate after a period of REM sleep.  

4. After sleep subjects will recall more word pairs when instructed to remember a 

word pair for later recall, versus when instructed to forget a word pair for later 

recall.  

Methods:  

We have utilized a directed-forgetting paradigm in which subjects were 

presented with either emotional or neutral word pairs, and then instructed to either 

remember or forget the word pairs.  

Participants will be placed into one of four sleep conditions: 50-minute (50) or 90-

minute (90) nap, quiet-wake (QW) with EEG or active-wake (AW). HRV will also be 

monitored. Due to circadian restrictions on sleep timing, we would expect a 50-minute 
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nap between 1:30-3:30PM to be dominated by NREM sleep and a 90-minute nap to have 

NREM and REM sleep. 

Participants:  

Flyers and email announcements advertising the study were sent out to the 

general student populace. Thirty, (ages 18-25) participants who fulfilled the 

requirements of the study attended an orientation session that explained the study 

timeline, as well as the various nap conditions. During the orientation session 

participants were assigned a unique subject number and given explicit instructions to 

abstain from alcohol, caffeine and high impact exercise, preceding their test date. 

Subjects were then instructed to receive at least 7 hours of sleep every day for a week 

prior to their test date. Participants were also instructed on how to maintain a sleep diary 

for a week prior to their test day, the diary records their sleep and wake times as well as 

the quality of their sleep. Subjects also received an actigraph, which is a small wrist 

watch that measures movement, one day prior to their test visit to further corroborate 

their sleep/wake time. Participants received honorarium (ie. research credits, monetary 

compensation).  

AM Encoding:   

 Participants came into the lab at 10:00 am and before they begin testing were 

hooked up to electroencephalogram cap, that provided a detailed reading of their 

neuronal output during wake. The EEG cap used in the study had 32 electrodes including 

electrodes that monitor muscle tone (EMG) and cardiac output (ECG). Electrode 

impedance was below 5 kilo ohms for the scalp reading.  
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Cognitive Task: Directed-Forgetting (DF) 

Ratings: 

  For the Directed Forgetting Task, participants were assigned to either an 

emotional or neutral condition. In the emotional condition participants were shown 50 

word pairs that contained a negative and arousing word (ie. death) paired with a neutral 

word (ie. lawn). In the neutral condition subjects were shown 50 neutral pairs (ie, lawn; 

truck).  Words were extracted from the Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) 

database (Bradley and Lang, 1999). During the ratings portion, subjects first saw each 

word on the screen for 2000msecs. After each word was displayed, subjects were asked 

to provide 3 ratings on a scale from 1-7 reflecting how 1) positive 2) negative and 3) 

aroused each word pair makes them feel (1= not positive, negative or aroused 7= very 

positive, negative or aroused).  

Encoding: 

After the ratings portion of the task, the subjects then viewed the words again, 

however this time a visual cue was shown after each word pair.  The cue either 

instructed the participants to rehearse the two words and remember them as related for a 

later test (RRR), or to forget these two words as they would not be tested on them later 

(FFF). After the encoding phase of the task, participants were prepared for one of three 

sleep conditions: 50-minute nap, 90-minute nap, or Quiet Wake (QW).  

Nap session:  

Participants then had their EEG cap rechecked for electrode impedance, and 

before their nap began participants underwent bio calibrations to ensure all channels are 

responding appropriately, and to make sure signals are clean and free of interfering 
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signals Subjects in the AW condition were allowed to leave the lab and asked to return at 

3:30PM for the second testing session. Subjects in the AW condition were instructed not 

to take any naps, drink alcohol or caffeine or participate in any high impact exercises 

while out of the lab. Participants in nap and QW conditions remained in the lab with 

EEG attached. The two nap groups were broken up into 50-minute nap and 90-minute 

nap. We based these two naps on established daytime circadian rhythm patterns, 

knowing that the 50-minute nape would likely be composed of NREM sleep, and that the 

90-minute nap was likely to be composed of both NREM sleep and REM sleep. For the 

nap groups, a trained sleep technician monitored the EEG for nap onset and nap 

duration. During the QW condition, subject laid in the bed, similar to the nap, but instead 

watched a nature video. Subjects in the QW condition were monitored both with EEG 

and an in-room research assistant to ensure they did not engage sleep.  

PM Retrieval:  

 During retrieval, participants were shown all previous word pairs as well as 50 

novel pairs and asked to indicate: 

1.How confident they are that they have previously seen these words paired together 

(scale 1-3; 1 being the most confident, and 3 not confident). 

 2. How confident they were that they have not previously seen the word pairs, (scale 7-

9, 7 being the most confident, and 9 not very confident). 

3. Lastly, subjects were asked to provide the same valence and arousal ratings from the 

encoding session. 
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Data Analysis: 

Subject accuracy was measured as word pairs correctly remembered in both the 

remember condition (R) and the forget condition (F). Here subjects reported not seeing a 

word pair at retrieval that they had previously seen at encoding, or recalled seeing a 

novel word pair they had never seen before. Our sleep conditions were established after 

the nap and were determined by the actual amount of sleep that participants received. 

The NREM group received  (n=13) only Stage 1, 2 and 3 in their naps, while the 

NREM+REM group received stages 1-3 and REM  sleep (n=13). Final sample size for 

the AW = 12 and the QW = 13. Subjects were also placed into either an emotional word 

pair group (n=29) or neutral word pair group (n=19). Valence and arousal ratings were 

measured as average ratings at encoding and retrieval, separately for both emotional and 

neutral word groups.  

Statistics:  

To assess participants’ memory for the DF task, we calculated accuracy as the amount of 

word pairs subjects correctly identified from the R pairs and the F pairs at encoding 

during the retrieval phase. We also calculated d’ as a sensitivity index providing an 

estimate of how well subjects were able to discriminate between word pairs that they 

previously saw and word pairs that they did not see in the task (novel pairs). To 

determine if a directed forgetting effect existed in the current study, we first conducted a 

paired samples T-test on accuracy and d’ for our F pairs and R pairs. Next, we conducted 

a 2 (emotional vs neutral) x 4 (AW, QW, 50, 90) ANOVA on accuracy in R pairs to 

explore how sleep and emotional arousal impact memory performance. Lastly, to test the 
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SRSF hypothesis, we examined if valence and arousal subside after sleep episodes with 

a univariate ANOVA.                                    

Results: 

Directed Forgetting Effect:  

Data revealed that subjects remembered words that they were instructed to 

remember (M = 42.89, SD = 10.09) better than those that they were told to forget (M = 

41.77 SD =10.645), p=.043. The same effect was found with d’ (p = .016).   

Emotional Reactivity 

We found that our emotional word pairs were rated as more negative (M = 3.142, 

SD = .47) than neutral words (M = 4.06, SD = .23). Arousal ratings in neutral word 

group (n=17) at encoding were 3.19, STD 1.45, and emotional word group (M= 3.26, 

STD = 1.14).  Mean valence rating at encoding for the neutral group was also obtained: 

(M= 4.09, STD = .30), and for the emotional group at retrieval the mean valence rating 

was (M=3.15, STD = .60. Arousal rating at retrieval for the neutral word group were 

also obtained: (M= 3.46, STD = 1.52), and mean emotional word pair ratings were also 

obtained: (M= 3.42, STD =1.07).  Valence ratings at retrieval were not significantly 

different in the emotional group from valence ratings at encoding (p= .000). Arousal 

ratings from retrieval to encoding were also non significant (p= .93). This trend suggests 

that at retrieval subjects were on average, rating words in both emotional and neutral 

conditions as less arousing, and less in valence (less emotional).  

We also saw no effect of valence difference across sleep, regardless of word pair 

group, (p = .726). We then further examined mean valence differences across sleep 

groups. In the neutral word group AW (n=6) (M= -.0633, STD =.17282), QW (n=4) 
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(M=-.0600, STD= .1972). NREM (n=3) (M=-.1200, STD = .2475), NREM+REM (n=3) 

(M=.21, STD = .29). In the emotional word group pair mean valence for across sleep 

groups was also examined. AW (n=4) (M= .02, STD =.22) and QW (n=6) (M=.2683, 

STD = .2435). NREM (n=2) (M= .16, STD =.59), and NREM+REM (n=2) (M=-.17, 

STD= .73). Sleep also had no effect on arousal difference, regardless of word pair group 

(p=.528). Mean arousal difference values across sleep groups were also examined. In the 

neutral word group AW (n=6) (M=-.14, STD= .33), QW (n=4) (M=-.30,  STD = .29). 

NREM (n=3) (M= -.0334, STD = .2733), NREM+REM (n=3) (M=-.99, STD = 1.56). In 

the emotional word group pair mean arousal differences across sleep groups were also 

obtained. AW (n=4) (M= .36, STD = .55) and QW (n=6), (M=.04, STD = .47). NREM 

(n=2) (M= -.44, STD = 1.07), and NREM+REM (n=7)  (M= .-52, STD = .97). These 

results suggest that emotional reactivity did not change across sleep conditions.  

Sleep and Emotion in the Remember condition: 

We then examined the effect of emotional words and if they were better 

remembered after sleep. We saw a marginal trending effect of sleep overall boosting 

memory regardless of emotion in the R word pair group p= .065. However, for the R pair 

group subjects did not show preferential consolidation for the negative pairs, p=.109. 

AW mean neutral words remembered = 33.8 words with a STD of 19.395, and mean 

emotional words remembered = 42.28 words with a STD of 7.31. The QW group 

remembered mean neutral words = 31. 8 words with STD of 17.049, and mean 

emotional words remembered = 47.25, with STD of 3.327. For the NREM group the 

mean number of neutral words remembered = 48, with STD of 2.309, and mean 

emotional words remembered = 44. 166 words, with STD of 5.492. For the NREM + 
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REM group mean neutral words remembered = 47.6, with STD of 1.8165, and mean 

emotional words remembered = 46.15 words, with STD of 3.535. We saw an interaction 

between word type (emotional, neutral) and sleep (NREM, NREM+REM, QW, AW) 

also emerged for the remember pairs such that subjects in both the NREM and NREM + 

REM nap groups outperformed both wake groups on neutral word pairs, but all groups 

performed similarly for the emotional word pairs, p=.047. Lastly, there was no change in 

valence or arousal after either sleep or wake conditions, valence difference p = .92; 

arousal difference p = .12.  

Sleep and Emotion in the Forget condition: 

We did not see even a marginal sleep effect on memory in the forget condition 

p=.134. Emotion also seemed to have no effect on memory p= .258. We did not see an 

interaction between emotion and sleep in the forget group as we did with the remember 

group, p=.093.  

Discussion:  

We saw an effect of directed forgetting in our data, such that people were 

preferentially remembering word pairs they were told to remember, better than word 

pairs they were instructed to forget regardless of emotion, across the sleep groups. This 

supports the hypothesis that suggests that our brains preferentially consolidates 

information that may be important for future relevance (Born & Wilhelm, 2012).  

Based on previous literature, we originally hypothesized that sleep would have 

an overall boosting effect on memory (Sterpenich et al., 2009). Our results further 

provide evidence for sleep providing a boost to memory.  We saw mean increase in the 

subjects who were in the NREM and NREM+REM conditions as compared to the AW 
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and QW groups. While we only saw a trending significance effect (p=.065), this may 

indicate that our results were under powered. By increasing our sample size, we may 

have been able to re create previously obtained results of sleep positively affecting 

memory.  

A 2009 study by Walker and Helm suggested that a bi-directional relationship 

between emotional memory consolidation and emotional reactivity exist, and the 

emotional memory is preferentially consolidated over sleep as compared to neutral 

memories (Walker & Helm, 2009) However, we failed to find evidence supporting this 

theory. Instead, while we did not see a significant effect of emotion on memory, we did 

see an increase in mean number of words remembered in both the AW and QW groups 

in the emotional word group as compared to the neutral word groups. However, no mean 

increase of words was seen from emotional word groups to neutral word groups in either 

of the sleep conditions. This may be indicative of two things: one our results may have 

been underpowered to show a significant relationship between emotional word pairs and 

preferential consolidation, secondly this may provide evidence to support a framework 

of emotional memory consolidation and sleep mediated memory consolidation as two 

independent and orthogonal memory boosting mechanisms.  

We found that the emotional salience of a memory, had no significant 

relationship with sleep. These results are in contrast to the popular “sleep to remember, 

sleep to forget” hypothesis, that outlined sleep to be preferentially acting on emotional 

memories, and disassociating the emotional valence of a memory from the consolidatory 

mechanism of the memory (Walker & Stickgold, 2006). However, our results showed 

that neither valence or arousal significantly reduced after sleep.  
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 While not completely novel, and superficially explored in Baran et al’s  2012 

study, the idea that sleep and emotion may be two different mechanisms of memory 

consolidation has not previously been well explored in sleep science. It is well 

understood that sleep creates an optimal brain state for the consolidation of memories 

(Marshall & Born, 2007). During sleep our brains are able to create a dialogue between 

the hippocampus, where the memory was initially stored at encoding (Born & Wilhelm, 

2012) and the neocortex where the memory is transferred to for long term storage. Sleep 

specifically SWS is essential for this neuronal reactivation of neurons active at encoding 

and subsequent “transfer” of a memory the neocortex (Marshall & Born, 2007). What is 

interesting however is that this memory consolidation process is not effective regardless 

of the type of memory and instead seems to work preferentially on memories with 

relevance for future plans, and that sleep produces qualitative changes in memory 

representations such that the extraction of explicit and conscious knowledge from 

implicitly learned materials is facilitated (Born & Wilhelm, 2012). 

Emotion too has its own mechanism for the preferential boosting of emotional 

memory consolidation. Considerable evidence suggests the emotional memory 

consolidation is enhanced through release of various neurotransmitters like 

norepinephrine in central nervous system and epinephrine and glucocorticoids in the 

sympathetic nervous system. (Cahill & McGaugh, 1998). This process is thought to be 

under the control of neural structures like the basolateral amygdala and the hippocampus 

(Phelps, 2004).  

Both sleep and emotional have two very different pathways for tagging memories 

as “important” and helping to stabilize them over time. During sleep there is not an 
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active connection between the amygdala and the hippocampus (Born & Wilhelm, 2012), 

the way there seems to be during an emotional event (Phelps, 2004). There is also a 

different neurotransmitter profile during sleep as compared to wake, with there being an 

inhibition in catecholamine release and wider release of cholinergic and inhibitory 

neurotransmitters (Siegel, 2004), which is in stark contrast to the abundant release of 

catecholamines during an emotional event (Phelps, 2004).  

These two well established mechanisms for memory consolidation may be 

completely parallel of each other, with sleep preferentially creating an optimal state for 

remembering the mundane, which could be one explanation of why there was no 

increase in mean number of emotional words from mean number of neutral words in 

either of the sleep groups as compared to the wake groups. It is possible that the 

emotional words remembered in the sleep conditions saw no mean increase after sleep 

because they had already been preferentially consolidated through an emotion dependent 

mechanism of memory stabilization. Our results that no significant increase in emotional 

valence difference or emotional arousal occurred after sleep further support our theory 

that sleep dependent memory consolidation may be a process independent of emotional 

memory consolidation.  

In summary, by utilizing a directed forgetting memory paradigm that contained 

both an emotional and neutral word pair aspect, we were able to demonstrate not only a 

preferential consolidation of the words participants were instructed to remember, but we 

also demonstrated that sleep and emotion are perhaps independent memory 

consolidation processes, and that sleep cannot help a memory that has already been 

preferentially consolidated through an emotional memory consolidation mechanism.  
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